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Random House USA Inc, United States, 1993. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 175 x 107 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book. If you think your astrological fate is sealed by your Sun sign,
think again! Your emotions, instincts, intuition, and mast private passions are dominated by your
Moon sign. It throws light on such mysteries as why an Aquarian like Ronald Reagan is no radical,
and why a Virgo like Raquel Welch is no virgin. Reagan s Moon is in conservative Taurus, and Welch
s is in sexy Scorpio. In this eye-opening volume, world-famous astrologer and therapist Donna
Cunningham unravels the often bewildering effects of lunar influence: a person s potential for
intimacy.sense of security.family ties.susceptibility to indulgence in food or drink.career
ambition.as well as how men and women respond differently to the same lunar promptings in love
and life. Cunningham provides all the information you need to determine your own and others
Moon signs -- and analyze their power. Moon Signs also charts the daily, monthly, and yearly
courses of the moon, which create those predictable mood swings -- our emotional weather. The
time-honored tradition of astrology has today come into its own as a resource for human
development...
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It in a of the best ebook. It is one of the most incredible pdf i actually have go through. I am just easily will get a satisfaction of looking at a composed book.
-- Elisha McCullough-- Elisha McCullough

This pdf may be really worth a read, and superior to other. It generally does not price too much. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to
leave it before concluding.
-- Dylan Schaden-- Dylan Schaden
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